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Abstract
Usingjnmdtfiiax cable (coaxial cable with additional coaxial
shields, ihssil~t@cd from each other),
techniques are discussed
which allmwa@muthaY
distribution
of the signal
input positions
are uses of this kind
around a Ensppst.rructure. Also discussed
In some cases
of multiax cab3e:’:structure
for multi-turn
loops.
there are Wppcmvements
in ttie performance
of loops (for measurinq the mazgwtt~c field
or its time derivative)
by using these
techniques-
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Abstcact
Using multiax cable (coaxial cable with additional coaxial
shields, insulated from each other), techniques are, discussed
which allw azimuthal distribution of the signal input positions
around a loop structure. Also discussed are uses of this kind
In some cases
of multiax cable structure for multi-turn loops.
loops
(for measurthere are improvements in the performance of
ing the magnetic field or its time derivative) by using these
techniques.

I.

Introduction

. ..,...,-:&,5~For certain applications it may be desirable to’”distributethe signal
..;-.=
~.’;
..’
~-.
,:=~..
i
-,.
inputs
to loops for ,TeasuIIirIgthe magnetic field and/or the time derivative
. ....+!
:.“~
of
the
magnetic
field. One method of doing this involves the use of multiple
..‘-!
inputs (or loop gaps) which take the signal from several pxsitions on
-:””:
.,
.,..
.:.
>.::.:-.:
,-~-< the loop structure and then add these signals together for the net signal.
This accomplishes an averaging effect of the sigm.1 over the loop structure
as well as distributing the admittance associated with the signal.cables as
several discrete admittances. Likewise the admittances associated with the
loop structure my be ch,pnged,affecting the frequency response characteristics of the loops
.
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Distributing the loop si=mal inputs can affect ti~eloop respcnse in various
map to~idal lcop has an appreciable error in
ways . For example, a single-.
measuring the magnetic field for.kmp dimensions of even a small fraction of
a wavelength unless the loop gap is optimally oriented with respect to the
incident wave. !%weyer, a symmetrical two-,gaptoroidal loop significantly
reduces this error.
Thus, to reduce this error (which is sometimes called
the electric field sensitivity of the loop) we may wish to distribute the
loop signal inputs azi.muthallyaround the loop structure. As discussed in
another note, using a cylindrical, rather than a tomidal, loop structure
improves the frequency response for measuring t’netime rate of change of
the magnetic field,2 In this case there is an advantage to distributing
the loop i..putsa’~ially(along the length of the cylinder). These cxmsiderat-ionsheve beer,de-i=dopedmstly for the case in which the air conducitivi@y
is unimpxtmt.
In this note tiere is discussed a teeimique based on the use of mul.tiax
cable (ccaxiai’cSle ‘withadtiitionalcoaxial shields, insulated from each
other). This will aJ.loJus to distribute several signal inputs azimutbally
arouiialoops to rea~ce error si=~als and perhaps impmve the frequency response loop
$aracteristics. IT will also allow us to mke a multi-turn cylinclri.cal
w~tl;axial distribution of the siOnal inputs.

Gmnsiclerthen the special cable structure, beginning first with the gaps,
illustrated in figure 2, for introducing the signal into the coaxial cable
structure. Figures M and IB illustrate the split–shield gap and mebius strip
gap discussed in e previous note.3 ‘I’he
split–shield gap divides the gap volt?.geinto two equal voltages , each of half the gap voltage (for equal cable
fi:~e~~c?.s),the Siamals propagating in opposite directions inside the two
.
signal cables, The roeiius strip gap has the characteristic that the two
voltages are ~acn The s~.esize as the gap voltage. However, in figure lC,
there is w;hatmight-be called an unsymmetrical gap in which the gap voltage
produces a voltage winichpro~.gates down only one cable (arbitrarily to the
left in the .figurre)
ami’.
is of amplitude equal to the gap voltage. The center
1. H. hl}ites~=eand R.W.P. King, The kap Antenna as a Probe, IEEE Trans.
on Antennas and FYc.yagation,Mey 1964.
2. Lt Carl E. BaLLm,%nsor and Simulation Note VIII, Maximizing Frequency
Respanse of a ~ L53p,-mc. 1954,
3. Lt &rl E. &r&T.,%msor d~.dSimulation note VII, Characteristics of_the
P&biusStrip Loop, kc. 1964.
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The m.ultmx cabi.e~cmxsis% of S.Sve.W.I_
wi~ichi-ormseveral transmission lines. Each transrniss~online consists of
arIadjacent pair of concentric conductors and hab a c~=rzcteristic irr.~edance.
A cross section of such a multiax cable is illustrated in figure 2A I% the
case of three concentric transmission lines or four concentric conductors
(which we might call quadrax). For our application let us choose the
impedances to be related to one another as
w
(1)

or
Zm = 2-m+l zl

(2}

where m is a psitive, non–zero integer. The first three impedances are
labeled in figure 2A, stazztingin the center with Zl fou the transmission
line consisting of the center conducto~ and the fir=t shield. We can take
arbi-:rary(}JJtconvt+errt) choices fop -LE.e
vario’usimpedances based on a Z
1
such as 50 $2or 100 Q.
T& relation among the irnpedmces as in
TM purpose of com~tr:i;.~!ing
irifigures 2B awd 2C, Considauthe
ec~ations
(1) Pmd (2) i:]il:.:.~strated
.
e~iual3e.n@h
u:.)e
of t-riaxas in fipurs.22 ir.w;hik Vi and V2 propagate ticu.m
transmission lines (betwee,n,
l&; ~“irstand second sb.ielas}
, each of impedance,
Z2. Tnese two signals simultaneously arrive at an umymmtrical gap wlnich
takes V7+V2,into another vxmsmission line (between the center conductor
~a=df.i-~jt
“
1.-CT,l
, Sirlcy: :+ is half 21 tileSurrrQfVI arid
Si)lelcl)
of impeckv’
‘-edance
two outer transmission lines to the inner
V2 is j.mp.
transnnsslon line with no refkction. TIRES,at our signal exit (on the
lzft in the figure) we have ?i+V2 delayed.by the transit tine from any of
the external gaps to the si~mal exit. (All such trw-nsittimes are designed
to be identical.) If V1 ad V2 are net identical we can treat each one as
the Sumor difference Of W-O Slgnak, ~.5(Vl+V2) and 0.5(V1-V2}. The latter
part of the signals, the differential part, will not appea= in the inner
transmission line as it will be cancelled out at ‘Lheentrar!ceto the inner
tm.nsmission line. Tne conmmn part of the two signals will add, matching
into the innw transmission line, g+vi~g a total sigrd, V1+V2, cbivin< ~
~pc,:j~nc?,Z,, (if the innsu tv2ilSKUSS
mn is terminated in its Chare.cteristic
impedance), ~~t~kL~d

fm:ri

the

Simi16r*ly,GS in f’i~ir~2C, we can further distribute the sigr.alintrociuction gaps hy the use G: quackax, The suns, VI*V2 ~d V3+V4, retch frcm the
outer ‘Lrznsmissionline of impedance, Z3, into tne rrici~eTransmission line
of impeckmceY Z~. The two sums then retch into the irmer transmissim line
giving a total signal, V1+V2+V +Vu, driving an impedance, Z1. (The darkened
areas in the fi=-re indicate e2ectrical shorts between adjacent concentric
omductors. )
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This procedure can be generalized. If Zltis the impedance of the oute~
rmst transmission lkej then the ntir
of signal introduction gaps, rI, k

‘
(

(3}

The net si.gnal,V, appearing on the inner transmission line (terminated in
its characteristic impedarrcesZl) is just

v=
t

v.

(4)

1

‘J=l

ifwe preserve the impedance relationships of equations (1) and (2) and match
the signal transit times from all the signal btmduction gaps to the innernmt transmission line.
There are practical limitations to how large we can make M.
geometry we have

In coaxial

(5)

where r is the radius of the mth concl~ctorstarting with m=l for the center
conduct& and ioworing the conductor thiclmess for m ~ 1 and wkre Z is the
wave impedance of the cable dielectric used. Inverting equation (5) we have

z
2+

r~+1
——
r
m

=

e

.!

sbwing tiat forIlarge m.(m*ing Zrrl
small) rm+l approaches rm. In fact,
ignoring the conchmtor thickness, we have for~very large m,tne limitti.~
case
r=
71

-

lim
m~=’

‘m+l
—=e
‘1

zi~z
7
m=l

m

(7)

or using equation (2)

.

--z

r

-Jn+l
2
L
m=l

=e

(8)

27hus,for large m the dielectric thickness can be impractically thin, limit––
ing the practical M (or number of concentric transmission lines) we can have.
Distribution of Signal Inputs to tips
111. PLzirr,uthaJ
Now aT>plythis technique for signal input distribution to r~gnetic field
loops. &nsiaer fifi~tthe two one turn toroidal imps in figure 3 with convemient cable impedances as illustrated. The rmdel in figure 3A, with two ‘
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“s-ymmetri~llylocated signal introduction gaps (or simply loop gaps), requires
ti,~cable structures as in figure lC to form the loop, and a.twinax cable to
transmit the signal, The rmdel in figure 3B, with four sjmm’etricallylocated
loop gaps, take: two cable structures as in figure 2B to form the loop. In
bath cases, the twinax cable is symmetrically located with respect to the
lcop gaps to minimize the coupling of the fields scattered from the twinax
into the loop. ALSO the cable structure forming the loop is kept at a ocnstant
outer di@neter for synmtry purpa5es. If desired we can also place conductors
along loop:diameters, as indicated in the frog.me,without dis’cu~bingthe opera.
tion of the loop as a fignetic field measwing device. Such conductors my help
reduce signals from undesired excitation males of the l~p which could inadvertently appear in the signal output due to geometrical inaccumcies in the loop
construction, aml/or inadequate common rode rejection in the recording system
lcoking at the differential signal on the twinax. Ideally, the diffe~nti~
signal, V, on the twinax is just the sum of the signals on the loop gaps,
delayed by the transit-time (equal from all loop gaps) through the cable
system.
If we maify the relationship-awng the impedances of the’multiax cable we
can azinwt’ndllydistribute the Sig?_Hlinputs to other tti one t~n to~oid~
loops. Consider, for example, the mebiusstrip
looP, as in figure 4, with two
loop gaps. Since the effective impedance at themoebius strip gap is half the
inner coax impedance or 25 .Q , the second (or outer) tram.mission line should
nave an impedance of 12.5 Q or one fourth the inmr co~y impedance. This is
a two-turn tozoidal loop with two azimuthally distributed loop gaps and a sig–
nal yoltage, V, given by

ti]~?e
i,ntb.
~ cdble~,4 The numllerof loop
with a time delay due to tha tr~-~si.t.
gaps can be increased to four or mre by adding mre concentric transmission
lines of the proper impedances in a manner similar to that-used in figure 3
in going fmm tw to fc)u.r
loop gaps=
Another variation on the distribution of signal inputs is
By a series-parallel corrbinationof the signals from the four loop gaps we have
~ effective b.alfturn 100p~ l.e, >

v=+

(lo)

[V1+V2+V3-WJ

where again V is delayed by t-hetransit time in the cables. In this case, as
before, we can increase the number of leop gaps to eight on rore by adding
mre concentric trawnission lines of the proper impedances. For this half
mrn loop the impedance at each loop gap is 100 Q (for si=gpa.l.s
conwmn to all
four gaps) giving a..signalcable impedance around the loop circumference of—
400 Q. For the one turn.loop of figure 3B theimpedance at each loop gap is
25 Q giving a signal cable impedance around the loop-circumference of 100 Q
and the tw turn lcop of figure 4 has an impedance at each of the two loop
Eaps of 12.5 Q, giving a signal cable impedance around the loop circuirference
of–25 Q. Since, in all of these cases, the locps are driving the same impedance
———.——
4. For a discussion of the mebius strip loop see Sensor ark Simu’~atio.n
hrote
VII (ref. 3).
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twi.na.x
(100 $2) h7e have a certain amount of flexibility
impedance around the loop circurnffe.rence,

in the signal cable

$

We can also combine the azimuthal distribiitionof loop gaps with axial
distribution of the signal inputs as in the case of tinecylindrical loop.
Illustrated irIfigure 6 we have an example with two aY&l irm~t psitions
and four azimutklinput positions for a total of eight signa~..inputpints
on-the loop structure. This structure is formed by taking two one turn
toroidal loops (figure ,3B,except using diffe~nt impedances), wiring them
in parallel, placing them cn a common geometric axis, and adding cylindrical
conductors parallel to the axis. As in figure 3B we can also add radial
conductors (in the same pasitions) without disturbing the loop operation.
Of mw~se, we can ccxmbineotheintofoidal loops (such as the ones in figures
3A, 4, and 5) in a sini.larmer
to form a cylirdzmicalstructure.
These emrples indicate a few cf the pxsibilities for distributing sig-nal inp’utsover lcop structures. These techniques can be extended in various
‘ie
ways qnd combined wi’~ one another for vario~~ applications. l~ecm VW
of aziinuthalSiOyIalinput pxitions, and the
numbed of loop turnsj the nurrbeti
aYiai
siomal
input
positions.
number of

(king this rnultiaxcable the~e is another way, besides using the roebius
strip lcop; of rr~ing a multi-turn IOOD in a @ylindz=icalstructure. In the
one turn cylindrical loop (figure 6) we achieve our axial distril.. ~.onof
the sigme.l.inpursby cmmecting YWO cr rrme toroidal loops in pa~.a:iel, In
the case illustra~ed in figure 7 the signals from the fGur axial ~nputs are
,.-t- o give-an effective fouzzturn loop.
combimd in se+~s
To construct a loop-of this type requires two identical <fen symmetry)
multiax cables configured similanly to the examples in fiOnre 2 (B and C).
The ey~mpl.ein i.;x=e 7 takes two such multiax cables <fiogure2B-)with two
signal int-mdwtion gaps each, Instead o~-connecting the two multiax cables
to form a single turn toroidal ltip as in figure 3, each mul.ti?xcable is
coiled into a ~ulti-’turn+o~p such that all signal introduct~o-ngaps appear
in the same azm!u~k.alpsl.tlon. Tne number of turns in each mlziax c~l,e
is ‘ten made the same as the nunber of si=gnalintroduction gaps, and the
same applies to the combination of–two s’uchcables to form a balanced loop.
UsirIg‘A= previous notation we ha~~ea numbe~nof turns, N, for the loop (from
equation (3))
N = 2n

= 2M

where M is t’nenumber of cor.centrictrarsm~ssion lines in the multiax cable.
If we now join the twns of the multiax cable by a cylindrical cvnduchor,
having the signal introduction gaps coincident with the cylindrical loop gap
(as Ln figure 7), we obtati amul-ti-tu.rncylindrical loop. (in figure 7 the
cylin&-ieal structw. has been split along one side aiidlayed out flat-to
make tk structure clecu~er.) As one way of–thinking of-this kind of loop,
Coilsiderthat some of the,st.~y inductance and capacitance, associated with
the turns of a standard mult-;-turnImp (say a simple solsnoi~~),have keen
11
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combined to form the impedance of the transmission lines (in the multiax
cable). As with themebiusstrip loop we can lcok at this loop in either
(OD hth) of two ways: as an N turn loop driving a cable impedance, Z,
(1OO Q twi.naxin fi~e
7), and as a one tm
100P driving an impedance,
Z/Nz, with a voltage multiplication fac-torof N. The results are the same
in either caset

(

One ‘advantageof this multi-turn cylindrical lcop is the simple structure
it presents to an. incident electmmgnetic
k’ave. We can analyze it as a
.
one turn cylindrical lmp’~ 1.e., as a slotted cylinder with resistive
loading across the gap. Once the signal has entered the cable structure at
the loop gap, the proper impedance and transit time retching in the ndtiax
and twinax cables will add the voltages to give a multi-turn loop.
In this kind of a loop design the effective impedance at the gap, Z/Nz,
Q
be.low enough for l+rge N that we have difficulty optimizing the frequency
resrmnse for measuring B (in ‘te sense discussed in Sensor and Simulation
IIot:VIII). In such a case we can either use ~his type of lmp “forlower
frequency res.~nse appli=tions for measuring B, or use it for measuring
H, operating u the short circuit (instead of open circuit) made. In the
latter case, the simplicity of t’nestructwre (as presented to external
fields) should make the upper frequency respcnse (in the short circuit mxle)
be limited only by the size of the structure campared to the wavelength
associated wi:h that frequercy.
Fiq.ally,t-hiSmulti-turn lm,p structure can be combined with other techniques
to obtain otinsrperfcrmnce featuresc For exurple, in the process of bending
the multiax c~.uleinto a mulr.i-tmn loop, instead placing all the signal intmdl~@ion gaps in one azimuth~ position, place the gaps in two op~site azimu’tialpsitior,s. T’nenwe C&-:add a cylinder ‘withtm full-len=dh slots,
coincident with _ffetw~oazimdtial positions of the signal introduction gaps.
In this marmr we have
hakved the number of loop t~~r.ns
but at the s-. time
.
.,,
ha~’eazmuthzlly dlstrlfiltedTka Imp gaps. clearly we can extend This +C
different Camoimtions Gf the rmher of loop &Jfis and the number Gf”dzimuthal
Thtis,”
we have mmbined the multi-turn loop of this section with
gap pxitions.
the azimuthal Imp-gap distribution of Section 111. Perhaps there are my
mp. variations on these techriqucs.

—
Thus, using multiax calie, with the proper impedances for the various

, we can distribute several signal introt-r.ammissionlines in the cati~e
duction gaps along the cable. With appropriate electrical construction
inside the cable the transit t~rr.es
from all the S}amal introduction gaps to
the si:gnalexit can be retched, tlhusadding t~~esqjnals together (with a
delay introduced by the-cable).

.-

tlcJ]?
0,[
is sometimes termed,
- ,imidence of arrelectmma,gnetic wave (or, as it
the
electpic
field
se.~sitivity)
,
and,
in
t’ne
process,
we might vary
reduces
prose
characteristics
of
the
lcop.
Also,
this
type of
‘thefrequency res
14

cable structure can be used to “forma multi-turn loop which presents a
somewhat simpler cylindrical structure to an incident electromagnetic
wave. Finaliy, di~ferwnt respmse daracteristics for loops can be
achieved by combining various techniques in several different ways.
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